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WHEN TO CITE
Eugene

Garfield’

Althou@
the Modern
Language
Association
and other style manuals
describe rn exquisite
detail “how”
to cite the literature,
explicit
tutorials
on
“when”
to cite are nonexistent.
Most journals
provide
instructions
to authors but also fail to give explicit guidance
on when CO cite. In spite of numerous
studies of citation
behavior
and the wide recognition
by editors of
the need to acknowledge
intellectual
debts. authors
and referees
need explicit reminders
as to when formal references
or acknowledgments
are appl-opriate.
Since referencing
is both subjective
and culturally
based, there
can be no absolutes
about when to cite. Hence, it is unlikely that algorithmic
doclunentation
of texts can ever meet the competing
requirements
for relevance, selectivity,
and comprehensiveness.
What is common
wisdom in one
domain
may be new or unique
in another.
A three-year
experiment
involving graduate
students
dernonstrated
the varying perceptions
of the need for
documentation
of terminology,
ideas, methods,
and so forth. A tentat&
tutorial is suggested
for journal
editors that should be modified
in each scholal-ly context.

In October 1994, a seemingly innocuous request for information
appeared on the American
Society of Information
Science (ASIS) Internet bulletin board. Professor Rob Kling, at the University of California at Irvine, asked if anyone could “provide information
needed for
a graduate student seminar” on “when should we cite Jones?” He went
on to say that a key question for an author is, “When should I cite a
particular work?” “ In reading Ph.D. student papers over the years, I’ve
concluded that they try to mimic faculh7 behavior, but (at least in information and computer science) studelits are not given good explicit
guidehnes for when t.o cite materials”
[l].
For several weeks, I pondered this question, searched my files, contacted many colleagues, and initially became convinced that neither I
nor anyone else had ever published a “tutorial”
explicitly discussing
“when to cite.” This is ironic considering how extensively citation be1. Itlstitute for Scientific
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retical or other types of‘ papers. In contrast to method, instrumental,
and other artifactual types of papers, the likelihood is greater that the
literalure about an “idea” will be unwittingly ignored. Finding the literature on a novel idea or concept may be more difficult than locating
“prior art” for a method due to the variety of linguistic expressions.’
Even within a particular lab or institution, it may be difficult to trace
the origin of all idea. it is therefore to be expected that this obliteration
phenomenon
[15] occurs even more often when the worldwide communit)- of- scientists and scholars is involved.”

Varyingc Norms of Citation

Behavior,

Consciousness,

and Practice

There are many studies that discuss “citation behavior.” But surprisingly, they rarely include discussion of how this behavior is acquired
or learned. Even the most isolated students or researchers arc exposed
to and refer to pllblished literature. Sooner or later they presumably
follow certain norms of citation behavior [3]. But these norms vary
within scientific communities,
as we have seen IUing asserting at the
outset with respect to computer science. His query indicates that this
old-fashioned
“method”
of inculcating citation practice by imitation is
not sufficient. Simply relying on the implicit practice of acknowledging
intellectual
debts, as observed in reading refereed journal articles and
books, does not by itself instill adequate citation consciousness
or the
need for other forms of acknowledgment
[26].
Formal instruction in bibliographic
and citation practice and awareness may be needed today since library staffs and even graduate faculty
do not have the resources to provide it.
Even after such learned behavior is inculcated, it does not necessarily
prevent the “pageless documentation
” described by Roy Fairchild [27]
wherein books or articles will be cited without giving the exact page
used [28]. Such lack of precision in citation practice is deplored in
style manuals or research handbooks, as illustrated by-Jacques Barzun
and Henry Graff’s Modem fisea.rchm, which discusses various details and
level of citation [29].
Normal citation behavior in hermeneutics,
the interpretation
of
Scriptures, includes exegesis, the detailed documentation
of sources.
2. Wrbster’s definition
of prior- art: the PI-ocesses, deices.
and modes of achieGng
the end
of an allrgrd invention
that werr known or knowable by reasonable
diligence before and
at itc dates--used
chieflv in patent law [23, p. 18041.
3. Therr is also the fact that the growing fragmentation
and specialization
of scirnre makes
it Ilarticr- for hidden or implicit connactions
IO be detected: sec. for exam+.
Don Swanson’s work ahottt logically related nortirlteracring
literature
sets [24. 25).
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This is also expected of lexicographers.
etymologists. and encyclopedists. Similarh, law review journals provide a level of detailed documentation that might bc considered pedantic in other fields. Not only are
rt!evant cases cited, following the rule of stat-e decisis in American law,
l)ttt even common terminology may be documented.
Stare decisis is the
doctrine or policy of.foIlowing rules or principles laid down in previous
judicial decisions unless they contravene the ordinary principles ofjustice [23, p. 22261.
On the other hand, in engineering journals, pageless citation of textbooks) handbooks, and data compilations is frequent. In chemistry, the
specific pages are cited but complete pagination for the full article will
be missing. In citation indexes this results in the artificial separation
of citations to the same article. These individually cited pages are listed
as separate items, inflating the size of the indexes.
In the humanities, 5% Chicago Mmual of Style [ 30] is widely regarded
as authoritative.
It covers a multitude of details on “how to cite” but
barely a word on “when to cite.” So, too, most scientific journals publish instructions
to authors and referees, but not exphcit instruction
on when to cite. The recent explosion of attention to fraud, plagiarism,
and misconduct notwitlistanding,
there is little said about teaching the
young scientist when it is appropriate to cite the literature. In this connection, Evan Farber, librarian emeritus of Earlham College, has referred me to the ninth edition of the PrenticeHall Handbook for Writers
[31. pp. 446491,
which discusses proper acknowledgment
of sources
in a chapter on “The Research Paper.” He also sent me pages from
a pamphlet that is distributed to students in the Humanities Program at
Earlham College that includes a series of caveats to students preparing
inadvertent
or deliberate,
citing all
papers. It covers plagiarism,
sources, whether paraphrased or not, and “when in doubt, err on the
side of citing more rather than less” [ 32 1. Students are also referred
to the Modern Lnnguagc Association Handbook for stylistic issues [33] .4
4

Much has been said about citation chaos-the
lack of standardization.
There at-r dozens
of citation stvlcs-so
many that the personal computer
era has spawned a dozen or more
competing
software systems likr ProCite for translating
them from on? manuscript
submission to another-. For example. Harvard system [34] citations can be converted
to the numbered reference swcm. and so forth. There are dozens of variants. There may be standardi7ation in certain disciplines. but even journals published by the same professional
sociq
may use mox than one’ svstrm. The use of footnotes
is valued in Sticnr~ but abhorred
in most other scientific journals.
Complex footnotes add a furthet dimension
to citation
complexity.
See the mawelous
discussion of “footnotologv”
in Peter Reiss’s 7‘ownr~ls a The
OFTo/thrFoo/notc [??I]. When we first began the Snpnrr Gtntion Adrx, the complete
citation
“emheddvd”
within I-unning text was much more commonplace
in science than it is today.
For wasons of wonomv. most nw journals provide a numbered
bibliography
or list of cited
references
at the end of the paper. In the social sciences and humanities.
an alphabetic
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In part due to the availability of the IJniversity of Chicago ancl MLA
handbooks, by, the time humanities scholars have received a Ph.D., they
arc familiar with citation norms. But is that equally true for scientists?
The high cost of printing most physical and chemical journals has exerted pressure for maximum brevity. Hence, the “condensed”
citation
style eliminates not only specific page numbers but even the title of
the cited article and the names of all but the first author. As a result
of eliminating the title, the style of the citing sentence is affected since
the author may have to include some of the title words in the text to
convey meaning. In the case of Science and Nature, titles are eliminated
for cited journal articles, book titles are included, but explicit citation
of micro units of thought such as chapter titles are eliminated.
The distinguished
humanist Jacques Barzun has discussed at length
why the “when” of cit.ation cannot be prescribed in an absolute sense.
Common or assumed knowledge in analytical chemistq
cliffers from
common knowledge in the field of chemical information
science or
the history of chemistry. His most telling remark comes toward the end
of the book [26, p. 3371:
Quoting oilier writers and citing the places where their words are to be found
are b), now such common practices that it is pardonable
to look upon the
habit as natural. not to say instinctive. It is of course nothing of the kind, but
a verv sophisticated act, peculiar to a civilization that uses printed books, believe; in evidence, and makes a point ofassigning credit or blame in a detailed,
verifiable way.
Accordingly, thr convenGons of quoting and citing should be mastered by
anyone whose work makes him a steady user of these devices. Citing is in fact

so stylized and vet so adaptable to varying needs that we shall devote to it most
of the next chapter-.
It would appear that the tutorial Kling asked for is tersely stated in the
following quotation from my introductory remarks in Current Contents
in 1970:
Scientific tradition requires that when a reputable scientist or technologist
publishes an article, he should reference earlier articles which relate to his

theme. These references
are supposed to indicate those earlier researchers
whose concepts, methods, apparatus, etc. inspired or were used by the author
in developing his own article. Such references state the precedents for a current activitv and provide the reader with bibliographic information needed to
find an a&e
if he wants to know more about some aspect of the subject.
Some scientific articles have hundreds of references;
others have none at
all. Most contain from ten to twenty. Part of the reason for such disparity in
the number of references is the great difference ill quality, not only in articles
arrangement
of thf hibliograph)
is often combined
M’ith thr name and date (Han,ard)
wstem of citation [?A]. III humanitks
journals.
footnotes
with embedded
references
are
still quirc common.

